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It starts with a plane crash. Everyone on board is killed, except one. Sunee, a beautiful flight attendant named New who has to deal with a supernatural event when passengers on her plane crash. Everyone on board is killed, except one. Sunee, a beautiful flight attendant named New has to deal with a supernatural event when passengers on her plane start acting strangely.

407 Dark Flight 3D Horror film, directed by Isara Nadee. Ten years ago a young air stewardess, Sunee, miraculously survived a plane crash. Everyone on board is killed, except one. Sunee, a beautiful flight attendant named New has to deal with a supernatural event when passengers on her plane start acting strangely. A senior flight attendant named New has to deal with a supernatural event when passengers on her plane start acting strangely. She becomes haunted by ghosts on a plane. Khan, a beautiful flight attendant named New who has to deal with a supernatural event when passengers on her plane start acting strangely. She becomes haunted by ghosts on a plane. 14 Mar 2012 - 2 min - Uploaded by GSC Software Ltd.
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